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Abstract

This article addresses the use of evidential reasoning and majority voting in multi-sensor decision making for target
di#erentiation using sonar sensors. Classi/cation of target primitives which constitute the basic building blocks of
typical surfaces in uncluttered robot environments has been considered. Multiple sonar sensors placed at geographically
di#erent sensing sites make decisions about the target type based on their measurement patterns. Their decisions are
combined to reach a group decision through Dempster–Shafer evidential reasoning and majority voting. The sensing
nodes view the targets at di#erent ranges and angles so that they have di#erent degrees of reliability. Proper accounting
for these di#erent reliabilities has the potential to improve decision making compared to simple uniform treatment of
the sensors. Consistency problems arising in majority voting are addressed with a view to achieving high classi/cation
performance. This is done by introducing preference ordering among the possible target types and assigning reliability
measures (which essentially serve as weights) to each decision-making node based on the target range and azimuth
estimates it makes and the belief values it assigns to possible target types. The results bring substantial improvement
over evidential reasoning and simple majority voting by reducing the target misclassi/cation rate. ? 2002 Pattern
Recognition Society. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Although some sensors provide accurate information
on locating and tracking targets, they may not provide
identity information (or vice versa), pointing to the need
for combining data from multiple sensors using data fu-
sion techniques. The primary aim of data fusion is to
combine data frommultiple sensors to perform inferences
that may not be possible with a single sensor. In robotics
applications, data fusion enables intelligent sensing to be
incorporated into the overall operation of robots so that
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they can interact with and operate in unstructured envi-
ronments without the complete control of a human oper-
ator. Data fusion can be accomplished by using geomet-
rically, geographically or physically di#erent sensors at
di#erent levels of representation such as signal-, pixel-,
feature-, and symbol-level fusion.
Mobile robots need the model of the environment

in which they operate for various applications. They
can obtain this model partly or entirely using a group
of physically identical or di#erent sensors. For in-
stance, considering typical indoor environments, a
robot must be able to di#erentiate planar walls, cor-
ners, edges, and cylinders for map building, navi-
gation, obstacle avoidance, and target tracking. Re-
liable di#erentiation is crucial for robust operation
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and is highly dependent on the mode(s) of sensing
employed.
One of the most useful and cost-e#ective modes of

sensing for mobile robot applications is sonar sensing.
The fact that acoustic sensors are light, robust and inex-
pensive devices has led to their widespread use in many
applications [1–9]. Although there are diAculties in the
interpretation of sonar data due to poor angular resolu-
tion of sonar, multiple and higher-order reBections, and
establishing correspondence between multiple echoes on
di#erent receivers [10,11], these diAculties can be over-
come by employing accurate physical models for the re-
Bection of sonar.
Sonar ranging systems commonly employ time-of-

/ight (TOF) information, recording the time elapsed
between the transmission and reception of a pulse. A
comparison of various TOF estimation methods can be
found in Ref. [12]. Since the standard electronics for the
widely used Polaroid sensor [13] do not provide the echo
amplitude directly, most sonar systems rely only on TOF
information. Di#erential TOF models of targets have
been used by several researchers: In Ref. [14], a single
sensor is used for map building. First, edges are di#eren-
tiated from planes=corners from a single vantage point.
Then, planes and corners are di#erentiated by scanning
from two separate locations using the TOF information
in complete sonar scans of the targets. Rough surfaces
have been considered in Refs. [5,15]. In Ref. [4], a sim-
ilar approach has been proposed to identify these targets
as beacons for mobile robot localization. Tri-aural sensor
arrangement which consists of one transmitter and three
receivers to di#erentiate and localize planes, corners, and
edges using only TOF information is proposed in Ref.
[10]. A similar sensing con/guration is used to estimate
the radius of curvature of cylinders in Refs. [16,17]. Dif-
ferentiation of planes, corners, and edges is extended to
3-D using three transmitter=receiver pairs (transceivers)
in Refs. [18,19] where these transceivers are placed on
the corners of an equilateral triangle. Manyika has used
di#erential TOF models for target tracking [20].
Sensory information from a single sonar has poor an-

gular resolution and is not suAcient to di#erentiate the
most commonly encountered target primitives [21]. Im-
proved target classi/cation can be achieved by using
multi-transducer pulse=echo systems and by employing
both amplitude and TOF information. However, a ma-
jor problem with using the amplitude information of
sonar signals is that the amplitude is very sensitive to
environmental conditions. For this reason, and also be-
cause the standard electronics used in practical work typ-
ically provide only TOF data, amplitude information is
rarely used. In earlier work, Barshan and Kuc introduce
a method based on only amplitude information to dif-
ferentiate planes and corners [21]. This algorithm is ex-
tended to other target primitives in Ref. [22] using both
amplitude and TOF information.

In this study, information from physically identical
sonar sensors located at geographically di#erent sens-
ing sites are combined. Feature-level fusion is used to
perform the object recognition task, where additional
features can be incorporated as needed to increase the
recognition capability of the sensors. Based on the
features used, each sensor makes a decision about the
type of the target it detects. Due to the multiplicity of
decision-makers, conBicts can arise pointing to the need
for reliable and robust fusion algorithms. The numerous
techniques for fusion can be divided into two categories
as parametric and non-parametric. In parametric meth-
ods, models of the observations and fusion processes,
generally based on the assumption of an underlying
probability distribution, are used (i.e., Bayesian meth-
ods). In non-parametric methods, assumptions about
the underlying probability distributions are not needed,
resulting in greater robustness in certain situations (for
example, when the noise is non-additive, non-Gaussian
or generated by a non-linear process).
Two non-parametric decision fusion techniques are

considered. The /rst is Dempster–Shafer evidential rea-
soning which is well-suited for dealing with imprecise ev-
idence and uncertainty in a more rational way than other
tools [23–25]. The second technique is majority voting
which provides fast and robust fusion in certain problems
[26,27]. Despite the fast and robust fusion capability of
majority voting, it involves certain consistency problems
that limit its usage.
The sensing nodes view the targets at di#erent ranges

and angles so that they have di#erent degrees of relia-
bility. Clearly, proper accounting for these di#erent re-
liabilities has the potential to considerably improve de-
cision making compared to simple uniform treatment of
the sensors. Preference ordering among possible target
types and reliability measure assignment is considered,
the latter of which essentially amounts to weighting the
information from each sensor according to the reliability
of that sensor. To the best of our knowledge, the di#er-
ent reliabilities of the sensors have not been exploited
so far in sonar sensing, with the sensors being treated
uniformly. We compare Dempster–Shafer evidential rea-
soning and simple and preference-ordered majority vot-
ing strategies, both incorporating reliability measures, to
identify a strategy that can o#er substantial improvement
in the classi/cation error.
Section 2 describes the sensing con/guration used

in this study and introduces the target primitives. In
Section 3, amplitude and TOF-based di#erentiation al-
gorithm used in earlier work [22] is reviewed. Two
non-parametric fusion methods, Dempster–Shafer evi-
dential reasoning and majority voting are introduced in
Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Consistency problems of
majority voting and the proposed solutions are summa-
rized in Section 5. Assignment of reliability measures to
decision-making sonars based on their measurements is
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Fig. 1. (a) Sensitivity region of an ultrasonic transducer. (b) Joint sensitivity region of a pair of ultrasonic transducers. The intersection
of the individual sensitivity regions serves as a reasonable approximation to the joint sensitivity region.

Fig. 2. Horizontal cross sections of the target primitives modeled and di#erentiated in this study.

discussed in Section 6. Section 7 describes experimental
studies which employ preference ordering and reliabil-
ity measures to improve the overall performance of the
fusion methods.

2. Sonar sensing

Most sonar ranging systems employ TOF measure-
ments. In TOF systems, an echo is produced when the
transmitted pulse encounters an object and a range value
r= cto=2 is produced when the echo amplitude /rst ex-
ceeds a preset threshold level � back at the receiver. Here,
to is the TOF of the echo signal at which the echo ampli-
tude /rst exceeds the threshold level, and c is the speed
of sound in air (c=343:3 m=s at room temperature).
In this study, the far-/eld model of a piston-type trans-

ducer having a circular aperture is used [28]. The ampli-
tude of the echo decreases with the inclination angle �,
which is the deviation angle from normal incidence as
illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The echo amplitude falls below
the threshold level when |�|¿�o, which is related to the
transducer aperture size a and the resonance frequency
fo of the transducer by �o =sin−1(0:61c=afo) [21].
With a single stationary transducer, it is not possible

to estimate the target azimuth with better resolution than
the angular resolution of sonar which is approximately
2�o. In our system, two identical ultrasonic transducers
a and b with center-to-center separation d are employed

to improve the angular resolution. Each transducer can
operate both as transmitter and receiver and detect echo
signals reBected from targets within its sensitivity region
(Fig. 1(a)). Both transducers can detect targets located
within the joint sensitivity region, which is the overlap
of the individual sensitivity regions (Fig. 1(b)). The ex-
tent of this region is di#erent for di#erent targets which,
in general, exhibit di#erent reBection properties. For ex-
ample, for edge-like or pole-like targets, this region is
much smaller but of similar shape, and for planes, it is
more extended [29].
The target primitives employed in this study are plane,

corner, acute corner, edge and cylinder. Their horizontal
cross-sections are illustrated in Fig. 2. These target prim-
itives constitute the basic building blocks for most of the
surfaces likely to exist in uncluttered robot environments.
Since the wavelength of sonar used (� ∼= 8:6 mm at

40 kHz) is much larger than the typical roughness of
surfaces encountered in laboratory environments, targets
in these environments reBect acoustic beams specularly,
like mirrors. Hence, while modeling the received sig-
nals from these targets, all reBections are considered to
be specular. This allows the single transmitting-receiving
transducer to be viewed as a separate transmitter T and
virtual receiver R [9]. Detailed physical reBection mod-
els of these target primitives with corresponding echo
signal models are provided in Ref. [30]. Typical sonar
waveforms from a planar target located at r=60 cm and
�=0

◦
are given in Fig. 3. These waveforms are obtained
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Fig. 3. Real sonar waveforms obtained from a planar target when (a) transducer a transmits and transducer a receives, (b) transducer
b transmits and b receives, (c) transducer a transmits and b receives, (d) transducer b transmits and a receives.

using the sensor con/guration illustrated in Fig. 1(b) with
separation d=25 cm. In the /gure, Aaa; Abb; Aab; and
Aba denote the maximum values of the echo signals, and
taa; tbb; tab; and tba denote the TOF readings extracted
from these signals. The /rst index in the subscript indi-
cates the transmitting transducer, the second index de-
notes the receiver. The ideal amplitude and TOF char-
acteristics of these target primitives as a function of the
scan angle � are provided in Figs. 4 and 5. The scan an-
gle is the angle between the line corresponding to �=0

◦

and the line-of-sight of the rotating sensor. The charac-
teristics illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 are obtained by simu-
lating the echo signals according to the models provided
in Ref. [30]. It can be observed that the echo amplitude
decreases with increasing azimuth.

3. Target di�erentiation algorithm

In this section, the target di#erentiation algorithm used
in earlier work [22] is summarized. This classi/cation al-

gorithm has its origins in the plane=corner di#erentiation
algorithm developed in another earlier work by Barshan
and Kuc [21]. The algorithm of Ref. [21] is based on the
idea of exploiting amplitude di#erentials in resolving tar-
get type (Fig. 4). In Ref. [22], the algorithm is extended
to include other target primitives using both amplitude
and TOF di#erentials based on the characteristics of Figs.
4 and 5. The extended algorithm may be summarized in
the form of rules:

if [taa(�)− tab(�)]¿kt�t and [tbb(�)− tba(�)]¿kt�t
then acute corner → exit

if [Aaa(�)−Aab(�)]¿kA�A and [Abb(�)−Aba(�)]¿kA�A
then plane → exit

if [max{Aaa(�)}−max{Abb(�)}]¡kA�A and
[max{Aaa(�)} −max{Aab(�)}]¡kA�A then

corner → exit
else edge, cylinder or unknown → exit.

In the above algorithm, kA(kt) is the number of am-
plitude (TOF) noise standard deviations �A(�t) and is
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Fig. 4. Amplitude characteristics at r=2 m for the targets: (a) plane, (b) corner, (c) edge with �e =90◦, (d) cylinder with rc =20 cm,
(e) acute corner with �c =60◦.

employed as a safety margin to achieve robustness in the
di#erentiation process. Di#erentiation is achievable only
in those cases where the di#erence in amplitudes (TOFs)
exceeds kA�A(kt�t). If this is not the case, a decision can-
not be made and the target type remains unknown.

Two variations of this algorithm can be distinguished:
The /rst takes into account the noise statistics to achieve
robustness (kA; kt �=0), whereas the second treats the
data as noiseless (kA; kt =0). Since the /rst version is
more conservative in decision making, a lower rate of
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Fig. 5. TOF characteristics at r=2 m for the targets: (a) plane, (b) corner, (c) edge with �e =90◦, (d) cylinder with rc =20 cm,
(e) acute corner with �c =60◦.

incorrect decisions is expected at the expense of a higher
rate of unknown target type. In the second case, there is
no safety margin and consequently a larger rate of in-
correct decisions and lower rate of unknown target type
is expected.
According to Fig. 5(e), the algorithm should work

for acute corners for scan angles approximately in the
range−30

◦
¡�¡ 30

◦
. In a previous study [22], we have

shown that, in practice, for wedge angles �c6 60
◦
, this

range is more like −20
◦
¡�¡ 20

◦
. If �c ¿ 60

◦
, the dif-

ferentiation is not reliable since the TOF characteristics
are very similar to those of other targets.
The above algorithm cannot distinguish between edges

and cylinders. Referring to Fig. 4, edges and cylindrical
targets can be distinguished only over a small interval
near �=0

◦
. At �=0

◦
, we have Aaa(0)=Abb(0)=Aab(0)
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for an edge, but this equality is not true for a cylinder.
Edges and cylinders can be di#erentiated with a similar
con/guration of transducers using a method based on ra-
dius of curvature estimation [17,31]. Depending on the
radius of the cylinder, it may be possible to di#erentiate
edges and cylinders with this con/guration of transduc-
ers. An edge is a target with zero radius of curvature.
For the cylinder, the radius of curvature has two limits of
interest. As rc → 0 the characteristics of the cylinder ap-
proach those of an edge. On the other hand, as rc → ∞,
the characteristics are more similar to those of a plane.
By assuming the target is a cylinder /rst and estimating
its radius of curvature [17,31], it may be possible to dis-
tinguish these two targets for relatively large values of
rc.
After determining the target type, range r and azimuth

� for each target can also be estimated from the mea-
surements obtained with the sensor con/guration given
in Fig. 1(b). Moreover, wedge angle �c of acute corners
and radius rc of cylinders can also be estimated from the
sensor measurements [32].

4. Dempster--Shafer evidential reasoning

In Dempster–Shafer evidential reasoning, each sen-
sor’s opinion is tied to a belief measure or basic proba-
bility assignment using belief functions [23]. These are
set functions which assign numerical degrees of support
on the basis of evidence, but also allow for the expres-
sion of ignorance: belief can be committed to a set or
proposition without commitment to its complement. In
the Dempster–Shafer method, a priori information is not
required and belief assignment is made only when sen-
sor readings provide supportive evidence. Therefore, ig-
norance can be represented explicitly. ConBict between
views is represented by a conBict measure which is used
to normalize the sensor belief assignments. In Dempster–
Shafer theory, a frame of discernment, �, represents a
/nite universe of propositions and a basic probability as-
signment, m(:), maps the power set of � to the interval
[0; 1]. The basic probability mass assignment satis/es the
conditions

m(∅) = 0;∑
A⊆�

m(A) = 1: (1)

A set which has a non-zero basic probability assignment
is termed a focal element.
The belief or total support that is assigned to a set or

proposition A is obtained by summing the basic proba-
bility assignments over all subsets of A:

Bel(A)=
∑
B⊆A

m(B): (2)

Evidence which does not support A directly does not nec-
essarily support its complement. The plausibility of A,
denoted Pl(A), represents evidence which fails to support
the negation of A. Dempster–Shafer evidential reasoning
has a powerful evidence combination rule called Demp-
ster’s rule of combination or Dempster’s fusion rule,
described later.
In Ref. [33], a model of belief functions based on frac-

tal theory is proposed and applied to the classi/cation
problem. An extension of Dempster’s rule of combina-
tion and the belief propagation for a rule-based system
which seeks compromise among belief functions is pro-
vided in Ref. [34]. An alternative rule of combination
is provided to eliminate the de/ciencies of Dempster’s
fusion rule from the assumptions on which it is based
for robotic navigation [35]. A modi/ed Dempster–Shafer
approach, which can take into account the prior infor-
mation at hand is proposed in Ref. [36]. Pattern classi-
/cation based on the k-nearest neighborhood classi/er
is addressed from the point of view of Dempster–Shafer
theory in Ref. [37]. Evidential reasoning theory has also
been applied to robotics [35,38–40] and to model-based
failure diagnosis [41]. A comparison of Bayesian and
Dempster–Shafer multi-sensor fusion for target identi/-
cation is provided in Ref. [42].
In this study, sensors are assigned beliefs using

Dempster–Shafer evidential reasoning and their opin-
ions are combined through Dempster’s fusion rule. The
assignments for the target classi/cation problem are
made as follows: The uncertainty in the measurements
of each sonar pair (sensing node) is represented by a
belief function having target type or feature as a focal
element with basic probability mass assignment m(:)
associated with this feature:

BF = {feature;m(feature)}: (3)

The mass function is the underlying function for
decision making using the Dempster–Shafer method.
It is de/ned based on the algorithm outlined in Sec-
tion 3 and is thus dependent on amplitude and TOF
di#erential signals such that the larger the di#eren-
tial, the larger the degree of belief (see Eqs. (4)–
(6)). The mass assignment levels are scaled to fall in
the interval [0,1]. The basic probability assignment is
described below, where m(p); m(c), and m(ac) corre-
spond to plane, corner, and acute corner assignments,
respectively:

m(p)= (1− I4)I1

× [Aaa(�)−Aab(�)]+[Abb(�)−Aba(�)]
max[Aaa(�)−Aab(�)]+max[Abb(�)−Aba(�)]

;

(4)
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m(c)=

×




(1− I4)
I2[Aab(�)−Aaa(�)]+ I3[Aba(�)−Abb(�)]

I2 max[Aab(�)−Aaa(�)]+ I3 max[Aba(�)−Abb(�)]

if I2 �=0 or I3 �=0;

else 0; (5)

m(ac)= I4
[taa(�)− tab(�)] + [tbb(�)− tba(�)]

max[taa(�)− tab(�)] + max[tbb(�)− tba(�)]
;

(6)

where I1; I2; I3, and I4 are the indicators of the conditions
given below:

I1 =




1 if [Aaa(�)− Aab(�)]¿kA�A and

[Abb(�)− Aba(�)]¿kA�A;

0 otherwise;

I2 =

{
1 if [Aab(�)− Aaa(�)] ¿ kA�A;

0 otherwise;

I3 =

{
1 if [Aba(�)− Abb(�)] ¿ kA�A;

0 otherwise;

I4 =




1 if [taa(�)− tab(�)] ¿ kt�t and

[tbb(�)− tba(�)] ¿ kt�t ;

0 otherwise:

(7)

The remaining belief represents ignorance, or undis-
tributed probability mass and is given by

m(u)=1− [m(p) +m(c) +m(ac)]: (8)

This uncommitted belief is the result of lack of evidence
supporting any one target type more than another. The
plausibility represents the evidence which fails to support
the negation of a target and adds the uncommitted belief
to the belief of targets to evaluate maximum possible
belief.
Given two independent sources with belief functions

BF1 = {fi; m1(fi)}4i=1

= {p; c; ac; u;m1(p); m1(c); m1(ac); m1(u)};
BF2 = {gj; m2(gj)}4j=1

= {p; c; ac; u;m2(p); m2(c); m2(ac); m2(u)} (9)

consensus is obtained as the orthogonal sum

BF = BF1 ⊕ BF2;

= {hk ; mc(hk)}4k=1

= {p; c; ac; u;mc(p); mc(c); mc(ac); mc(u)} (10)

which is both associative and commutative. The sequen-
tial combination of multiple bodies of evidence can be
obtained for n sensing nodes as

BF =(((BF1 ⊕ BF2)⊕ BF3) · · · ⊕ BFn): (11)

Using Dempster’s rule of combination

mc(hk)=

∑∑
hk=fi∩gj m1(fi)m2(gj)

1−∑∑
hk=fi∩gj=∅ m1(fi)m2(gj)

; (12)

where
∑∑

hk=fi∩gj=∅m1(fi)m2(gj) is a measure of con-
Bict. The consensus belief function representing the fea-
ture fusion process has the measures

mc(p)=
m1(p)m2(p) +m1(p)m2(u) +m1(u)m2(p)

1− conBict
;

mc(c)=
m1(c)m2(c) +m1(c)m2(u) +m1(u)m2(c)

1− conBict
;

mc(ac)=
m1(ac)m2(ac)+m1(ac)m2(u)+m1(u)m2(ac)

1−conBict
;

mc(u)=
m1(u)m2(u)
1− conBict

: (13)

In these equations, disagreement between two sensing
nodes is represented by the “conBict” term that represents
the degree of mismatch in the features perceived at two
di#erent sensing sites. The conBict measure is expressed
as

conBict =m1(p)m2(c) +m1(c)m2(p) +m1(p)m2(ac)

+m1(ac)m2(p) +m1(c)m2(ac) +m1(ac)m2(c):
(14)

After discounting this conBict, the beliefs can be normal-
ized and used in further data fusion operations.

5. Con%ict resolution through voting

Multi-sensor systems exploit sensor diversity to ac-
quire a wider view of a scene or target under observa-
tion. This diversity can give rise to conBicts, which must
be resolved when the system information is combined to
reach a group decision or to form a group value or esti-
mate. The way in which conBict is resolved is encoded
in the fusion method.
Non-parametric methods based on voting have been

applied widely in reliability problems [43]. A majority
voting scheme for fusing features in model-based 3-D
object recognition for computer vision systems is pre-
sented in Ref. [44]. In Ref. [45], voting fusion is applied
to target detection and compared with Dempster–Shafer
evidential reasoning. These two fusion strategies are
also compared for pattern classi/cation in Ref. [37]. An
analysis on the behavior and performance of majority
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voting in pattern classi/cation is made in Ref. [46]. Vot-
ing fusion is applied in robotics to determine path of a
mobile robot by voting over various possible actions [47].
A voting scheme to improve the task reliability in ob-
stacle avoidance and target tracking by fusing redundant
purposive modules is proposed in Ref. [48]. Combination
of voting schemes with prior probabilities which results
in maximum likelihood voting is described in Ref. [49].
Voting, in its simplest form, has the advantages of

being computationally inexpensive and, to a degree,
fault-tolerant. In cases where the sensing system itself
abstracts the data to make a decision about target type,
it may be more eAcient to employ the instrument of a
vote instead of /ne tuning the parametric information.
Major drawback of voting is the consistency problem of
Arrow which states that there is no voting scheme for
selecting from more than two alternatives that is locally
consistent under all possible conditions [50].
In simple majority voting, the votes of di#erent deci-

sion makers in the system are given equal weight and the
group decision is taken as the outcome with the largest
number of votes. Although, simple majority voting pro-
vides fast and robust fusion in some problems, there ex-
ist some drawbacks that limit its usage. For example, in
cases when all outcomes take equal votes, a group deci-
sion cannot be reached. Moreover, it does not take into
account whether dissenting classi/ers all agree or dis-
agree with each other (i.e., the distribution of the deci-
sions of dissenting classi/ers). Consider the following
two cases in which 15 classi/ers are employed to clas-
sify four target types which are plane (P), corner (C),
edge (E) and cylinder (CY):

Case I: Eight classi/ers support P
Three classi/ers support C
Two classi/ers support E
Two classi/ers support CY

Case II: Eight classi/ers support P
Seven classi/ers support C

In both cases, the group decision is plane (P), but are
the two decisions equally reliable?
To overcome these drawbacks and to increase the re-

liability and consistency of the group decision, more so-
phisticated decision-making schemes can be employed.
For this purpose, integer preference orders can be as-
signed over the possible target types based on the strength
of belief. Consider the following situation in which we
have three classi/ers and four target types, with the pref-
erence order given in parentheses:

Classi/er 1: P(4) C(3) E(2) CY(1)
Classi/er 2: C(4) E(3) CY(2) P(1)
Classi/er 3: E(4) CY(3) P(2) C(1)

Note that, in this case, no group decision can be reached
by simple majority voting since the /rst choices of all

classi/ers are di#erent. Now, the total preference order
of each target is

P : 4 + 1 + 2 =7
C : 3 + 4 + 1 =8
E : 2 + 3 + 4 =9

CY : 1 + 2 + 3 =6

and E wins.
Although this type of approach is more informative, it

can also produce conBicting results in some cases. Con-
sider the following situation in which /ve classi/ers are
employed to classify four target types and their prefer-
ences are as follows:

Classi/er 1: P(4) C(3) E(2) CY(1)
Classi/er 2: P(4) C(3) CY(2) E(1)
Classi/er 3: E(4) P(3) C(2) CY(1)
Classi/er 4: C(4) E(3) P(2) CY(1)
Classi/er 5: C(4) P(3) CY(2) E(1)

Total preference order of each target type is

P : 4 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 3 =16
C : 3 + 3 + 2 + 4 + 4 =16
E : 2 + 1 + 4 + 3 + 1 =11

CY : 1 + 2 + 1 + 1 + 2 =7

In this case, total preference order of plane and corner are
equal to each other, again resulting in conBict. To over-
come this type of conBict, one can assign reliability mea-
sures to the classi/ers based on the information at hand.
In our case, these classi/ers are sonar sensor pairs and
apart from target type classi/cation, they can also local-
ize the target based on TOF measurements [30]. There-
fore, reliability measures can be assigned based on the
location of the target with respect to the sensing node.
Assignment of reliability measures will be treated in de-
tail in the next section.
Now, consider the following two cases in which we

have reliability values assigned for the /ve classi/ers
used in the previous situation:

Case I: Classi2er Reliability
1 0.95
2 0.90
3 0.85
4 0.95
5 0.90

The total preference order of each target type are

P : 0:95× 4 + 0:90× 4 + 0:85× 3 + 0:95× 2

+0:90× 3=14:55

C : 0:95× 3 + 0:90× 3 + 0:85× 2 + 0:95× 4

+0:90× 4=14:65
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E : 0:95× 2 + 0:90× 1 + 0:85× 4 + 0:95× 3

+0:90× 1=9:95

CY : 0:95× 1 + 0:90× 2 + 0:85× 1 + 0:95× 1

+0:90× 2=6:35

Then C wins.
Now, consider the case where the reliability of classi-

/er 4 is reduced from 0.95 to 0.85:

Case II: Classi2er Reliability
1 0.95
2 0.90
3 0.85
4 0.85
5 0.90

The total preference numbers of each target type are

P : 0:95× 4 + 0:90× 4 + 0:85× 3 + 0:85× 2
+0:90× 3=14:35

C : 0:95× 3 + 0:90× 3 + 0:85× 2 + 0:85× 4
+0:90× 4=14:25

E : 0:95× 2 + 0:90× 1 + 0:85× 4 + 0:85× 3
+0:90× 1=9:65

CY : 0:95× 1 + 0:90× 2 + 0:85× 1 + 0:85× 1
+0:90× 2=6:25

Then P wins.
Note that the slight change in the reliability of clas-

si/er 4 is suAcient to reach a di#erent group decision.
Reliability measure assignment needs closer examination
since reliability measures more suitable to real situations
are likely to result in more accurate group decisions.

6. Reliability measure assignment

In this section, a description of the assignment of dif-
ferent reliability measures to the sensing nodes based on
their current range and azimuth estimates and their belief
values assigned to target types is given.
Assignment of belief to range and azimuth estimates

is based on the simple observation that the closer the tar-
get is to the surface of the transducer, the more accurate
is the range reading, and the closer the target is to the
line-of-sight of the transducer, the more accurate is the
azimuth estimate [29]. This is due to the physical proper-
ties of sonar: signal amplitude decreases with r and with
|�|. At large ranges and large angular deviations from the
line-of-sight, signal-to-noise ratio is smaller. Most accu-
rate measurements are obtained along the line-of-sight
(�=0

◦
) and at close proximity to the sensor pair. There-

fore, belief assignments to range and azimuth estimates
derived from the TOF measurements can be made as fol-
lows:

m(r)=
rmax − r

rmax − rmin
; (15)

m(�)=
�o − |�|

�o
: (16)

Note that, belief of r takes its maximum value of one
when r= rmin and its minimum value of zero when
r= rmax. Similarly, belief of � is one when �=0

◦
and

zero when �=± �o.
The four di#erent reliability measures assigned to sen-

sor pair i are di#erent combinations of the range and az-
imuth belief functions:

rel1i =m(ri)m(�i);

rel2i =min{m(ri); m(�i)};

rel3i =
m(ri) +m(�i)

2
;

rel4i =max{m(ri); m(�i)}: (17)

In these equations, each reliability measure takes val-
ues in the interval [0; 1]. Here, a reliability measure of
one corresponds to a maximally reliable sensing node,
whereas a reliability measure of zero represents a totally
unreliable sensing node. Moreover, their relative magni-
tudes can be ordered as rel1i 6 rel2i 6 rel3i 6 rel4i . Ac-
cording to this inequality, rel4i is the more optimistic
measure whereas rel1i is the more pessimistic one. An-
other alternative is to set the reliability measure propor-
tional to the di#erence between belief values assigned to
the /rst two preferences of each sensing node as an in-
dicator of how strongly that sensing node believes in its
/rst choice. This way, the distribution of the belief values
assigned to di#erent target types is partially taken into
account. Hence, the /fth reliability measure assignment
can be made as follows:

rel5i =m(/rst choice)− m(second choice): (18)

These reliability measures have also been incorporated
into Dempster–Shafer evidential reasoning by multiply-
ing Eqs. (4)–(6) by the reliability reli of a particu-
lar sensor node and /nding the uncommitted belief by
m′

i(u)=1− reli[mi(p) + mi(c) + mi(ac)]. The e#ect of
these di#erent reliability measures on the classi/cation
performance of majority voting and evidential reasoning
is presented in the next section.

7. Experimental studies

In this section, we describe the experimental proce-
dures used in comparing the various fusion methods de-
scribed above.

7.1. Experimental setup

Sonar data were collected in /ve small experimental
test areas created by partitioning o# sections of a labo-
ratory. The test areas were calibrated by lining the Boor
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Fig. 6. Experimental test rooms (a) Room A, (b) Room B, (c) Room C, (d) Room D, and (e) Room E.

space with metric paper, to allow the sensors and targets
to be positioned accurately. The rooms o#er an unclut-
tered environment, with specularly reBecting surfaces.
The number of sensing nodes used were 15; 8; 4; 9; 7 in
the rooms shown in Fig. 6. The /rst room (Room A),
contains only planes and corners that can be di#eren-
tiated by the algorithm summarized in Section 3 (Fig.
6(a)). In addition to planes and corners, the second, third,
and fourth rooms (Rooms B, C, and D) contain edges
that cannot be di#erentiated by this algorithm (Fig. 6(b)
and (c)). In Rooms D and E, cylindrical targets are also
present in the environment.
The sensors used are Panasonic transducers which

have a much larger beamwidth than the commonly
used Polaroid transducers [51]. The aperture radius of
the Panasonic transducer is a=0:65 cm and its reso-

nance frequency is fo =40 kHz, therefore �o ∼=54
◦
for

these transducers (Fig. 1). In the experiments, sepa-
rate transmitting and receiving elements with a small
vertical spacing have been used, rather than a sin-
gle transmitting-receiving transducer (Fig. 7). This is
because, unlike Polaroid transducers, Panasonic trans-
ducers are manufactured as separate transmitting and
receiving units. The horizontal center-to-center separa-
tion of the transducer units used in these experiments is
d=25 cm. The entire sensing unit is mounted on a small
6 V stepper motor with step size 0:9

◦
. The motion of the

stepper motor is controlled through the parallel port of a
PC 486 with the aid of a microswitch. Data acquisition
from the sonars is through a 12-bit 1 MHz PC A=D card.
Echo signals are processed on a PC 486. Starting at the
transmit time, 10,000 samples of each echo signal are
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Fig. 7. Con/guration of the Panasonic transducers in the real
sonar system. The two transducers on the left collectively con-
stitute one transmitter=receiver. Similarly, those on the right
constitute another.

collected and thresholded. The amplitude information is
extracted by /nding the maximum value of the signal
after the threshold value is exceeded.

7.2. Experimental results

The two fusion methods in their simple form and when
reliability measures are incorporated are tested with ex-
perimental data acquired by the scanning sensing nodes
described above. The rules of the target di#erentiation
algorithm summarized in Section 3 are taken as the ba-
sis in making basic probability mass assignments. Basic
probability masses are assigned at each viewing angle
% (0

◦
6%6 284

◦
) using Eqs. (4)–(6). Once the basic

probability masses are assigned, the fusion process takes
place as follows: In the case of Dempster–Shafer

Fig. 8. Correct decision percentage of Dempster’s rule (dashed line) and simple majority voting algorithm (solid line) versus number
of sensors employed in the fusion process when an arbitrary order of fusion is used for (a) Room A (b) Room B.

evidential reasoning, Dempster’s fusion rule is applied
over all the sensing nodes in that room starting with the
/rst one and ending with the last. The target type with
maximum belief in the outcome is taken as the decision
for a particular viewing angle. In simple majority vot-
ing, each sensing node votes for the target for which it
has made maximum basic probability mass assignment.
The target type receiving the majority of the votes over
all sensing nodes is taken as the decision for that view-
ing angle. To illustrate the accumulation of evidence,
Fig. 8 shows the percentage of correct classi/cation as a
function of the number of sensing nodes used in Rooms
A and B. Since the scan step size is 0:9

◦
and the full

scan angle is approximately 284
◦
, decisions are made

at 315 (=284=0:9) di#erent viewing angles in each test
room.
When a single sensing node is employed and the aver-

age of the correct decision percentages is taken over all
/ve rooms, only about 30.6% of the decisions are cor-
rect. The outstanding 69.4% incorrect decisions can be
attributed to noise and the choice of kA(kt). When the
decisions of all nodes are fused using Dempster–Shafer
and majority voting methods in their simple form, the
average correct decision percentage improves to 74.4%
and 68.5%, respectively. In Room A, simple majority
voting outperforms Dempster’s rule of combination up
to 10 sensing nodes; after this number, performances of
the two methods become comparable. However, when
targets that cannot be classi/ed by the di#erentiation al-
gorithm are included in the environment (as in Rooms
B, C, D, E), Dempster’s rule of combination outper-
forms simple majority voting for any number of sensing
nodes used. These results indicate that Dempster–Shafer
method in its simple form can handle imprecise evidence
more reliably than simple majority voting.
To further improve the target classi/cation per-

formance, preference ordering with andwithout reliability
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Table 1
Correct decision percentages of Dempster–Shafer method (DS)
without=with reliability measures in Room A

No. of DS DS with reliability measures
nodes used (reli =1)

rel1i rel2i rel3i rel4i rel5i

1 15.8 15.3 15.3 15.8 15.8 15.8
2 38.5 40.8 41.5 44.3 39.6 45.5
3 52.1 56.4 54.9 57.5 54.7 58.5
4 64.1 63.9 63.9 66.2 64.1 65.1
5 65.4 65.8 65.4 68.2 64.5 69.1
6 77.4 77.0 77.8 77.5 76.1 77.5
7 76.9 77.3 77.9 77.8 76.5 78.2
8 76.9 79.7 80.1 79.7 76.9 79.4
9 75.2 79.2 79.9 79.5 75.2 79.3
10 76.5 81.4 82.0 80.8 77.8 82.1
11 79.1 82.6 83.7 81.2 82.1 84.2
12 80.8 81.2 81.2 82.9 82.1 85.0
13 81.6 82.5 82.5 83.3 82.9 87.6
14 86.8 88.9 88.9 89.7 86.8 90.6
15 86.8 89.7 90.2 89.7 86.8 90.6

measures is incorporated in majority voting, and relia-
bility measures are incorporated in Dempster–Shafer ev-
idential reasoning. Preference ordering is considered in
two di#erent ways: In the /rst case, preference orders are
taken as integers between 1 and 4, where the larger the
value of the integer, the higher is the preference for that
target type. In the second case, the preference orders are
taken to be the belief values assigned to each target type.
It was observed that the second choice always resulted in
higher percentage of correct decisions. Therefore, only
the percentages of correct decisions for the second case
using various reliability measures are tabulated in Tables
2, 4, 6, 8 and 10. From these tables, it can be observed
that incorporating preference ordering in majority voting
without reliability measures (i.e., reli =1) already im-
proves on the results obtained with simple majority vot-
ing.
With both fusion methods, inclusion of reliability mea-

sures brings further improvement compared to using their
simple forms. Majority voting with reliability measures
and preference ordering performs better than Dempster–
Shafer method with reliability measures. When the av-
erages of the best results over the /ve rooms is taken,
the results obtained using Dempster–Shafer and majority
voting methods with reliability measures are 77.6% and
81.2%, respectively.
For example, in Room A (Tables 1 and 2), the correct

decision percentage achieved with majority voting with
preference ordering using the /fth reliability measure
(95.1%) is higher than the result obtained with Demp-
ster’s rule using the same reliability measure (90.6%).
For simple majority voting and simple Dempster–Shafer
method, these numbers are 87.5% and 86.8%, and the

Table 2
Correct decision percentages of simple majority voting (SMV),
and majority voting (MV) schemes employing preference or-
dering without=with reliability measures in Room A

No. of SMV MV with preference ordering
nodes used

reli =1 rel1i rel2i rel3i rel4i rel5i

1 15.8 15.8 15.3 15.3 15.8 15.8 15.8
2 64.5 74.9 71.9 71.9 74.9 74.9 74.9
3 77.8 86.1 84.5 84.5 86.5 86.1 87.1
4 76.1 82.5 81.3 81.3 82.7 82.4 83.1
5 78.2 84.3 83.3 83.3 84.3 84.2 85.0
6 80.3 84.9 84.6 84.6 85.2 84.8 85.5
7 79.1 83.4 83.4 83.4 83.7 83.4 83.8
8 79.1 83.0 83.3 83.3 83.3 83.0 83.4
9 82.1 91.3 93.7 93.5 94.5 91.5 94.5
10 78.6 87.2 89.5 89.5 88.0 87.0 88.7
11 78.6 86.1 86.6 86.8 85.7 85.9 88.3
12 78.6 85.2 85.0 85.0 85.7 84.8 86.9
13 84.6 91.1 91.1 91.3 91.7 91.1 93.8
14 83.3 89.7 91.2 91.2 91.4 89.7 91.9
15 87.5 93.0 94.9 94.9 94.7 93.8 95.1

Table 3
Correct decision percentages of Dempster–Shafer method (DS)
without=with reliability measures in Room B

No. of DS DS with reliability measures
nodes used (reli =1)

rel1i rel2i rel3i rel4i rel5i

1 43.9 41.1 41.1 43.9 43.9 43.9
2 53.2 56.2 56.7 57.7 59.5 58.4
3 64.0 65.1 65.1 66.4 68.0 69.1
4 73.6 73.9 74.2 75.4 75.5 76.6
5 73.2 74.5 74.2 76.4 77.2 79.0
6 76.1 76.4 76.4 78.7 78.8 80.3
7 80.6 80.7 80.7 81.4 81.5 82.8
8 80.9 81.1 81.1 82.5 82.5 83.8

improvement in the classi/cation error is by a factor of
2.6 and 1.4, respectively.
In Room B (Tables 3 and 4), the highest correct

decision percentage achieved with majority voting with
preference ordering using the third reliability measure
(84.4%) is higher than the best result obtained with
Dempster–Shafer method using the /fth reliability mea-
sure (83.8%). For simple majority voting and simple
Dempster–Shafer method, these numbers are 71.0% and
80.9%, and the improvement in the misclassi/cation rate
is by a factor of 1.9 and 1.2, respectively. These results
indicate that majority voting with reliability measures
and preference ordering can deal with imprecise evi-
dence in a more reliable way than evidential reasoning
with reliability measures.
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Table 4
Correct decision percentages of simple majority voting (SMV),
and majority voting (MV) schemes employing preference or-
dering without=with reliability measures in Room B

No. of SMV MV with preference ordering
nodes used

reli =1 rel1i rel2i rel3i rel4i rel5i

1 43.9 43.9 41.1 41.1 43.9 43.9 43.9
2 49.4 76.8 65.0 65.0 72.3 73.9 69.1
3 58.3 79.0 74.5 74.8 79.0 79.6 73.2
4 62.4 83.1 77.7 78.0 85.4 84.7 81.2
5 62.7 81.8 79.0 79.0 82.8 82.5 79.6
6 66.9 81.5 79.6 79.6 81.8 81.8 80.9
7 67.5 83.4 81.2 81.5 82.2 82.2 83.1
8 71.0 79.6 81.5 81.8 84.4 83.8 84.1

Table 5
Correct decision percentages of Dempster–Shafer method (DS)
without=with reliability measures in Room C

No. of DS DS with reliability measures
nodes used (reli =1)

rel1i rel2i rel3i rel4i rel5i

1 31.1 30.6 30.6 31.1 31.1 31.1
2 35.0 37.7 38.5 42.2 40.0 42.9
3 50.8 54.2 54.8 57.7 55.2 57.3
4 63.9 64.2 64.7 66.0 65.3 66.2

Table 6
Correct decision percentages of simple majority voting (SMV)
and majority voting (MV) schemes employing preference or-
dering without=with reliability measures in Room C

No. of SMV MV with preference ordering
nodes used

reli =1 rel1i rel2i rel3i rel4i rel5i

1 31.1 31.1 30.6 30.6 31.1 31.1 31.1
2 31.7 44.4 38.6 38.6 40.5 40.5 41.6
3 42.1 51.5 47.4 47.4 52.1 53.8 53.2
4 51.9 66.7 67.4 67.4 68.9 69.4 69.4

Although the percentages of correct decisions obtained
with the di#erent reliability measures are comparable,
among the /ve reliability measures, rel5i results in slightly
better classi/cation rate on the average (Tables 5–10).
This is usually followed by rel3i . For example, in Room
C, after the decisions of all sensing nodes are fused, the
/fth reliability measure gives the highest percentage of
correct di#erentiation with Dempster–Shafer method and
is followed by the third, fourth, second, and /rst mea-
sures. With majority voting, the /fth and fourth measures
give equal results, followed by the third, second, and /rst
measures.

Table 7
Correct decision percentages of Dempster–Shafer method (DS)
without=with reliability measures in Room D

No. of DS DS with reliability measures
nodes used (reli =1)

rel1i rel2i rel3i rel4i rel5i

1 37.4 36.7 36.7 37.4 37.4 37.4
2 53.4 55.0 54.9 56.3 56.2 56.6
3 58.6 59.2 59.5 61.8 61.5 61.5
4 59.5 61.2 61.5 67.8 67.6 66.6
5 61.3 65.6 65.8 69.5 69.3 68.8
6 66.4 69.9 70.0 70.7 70.7 70.1
7 68.7 71.3 71.4 72.0 72.6 72.1
8 69.3 71.6 71.7 73.2 73.3 72.6
9 71.3 71.9 72.0 74.7 74.7 73.6

Table 8
Correct decision percentages of simple majority voting (SMV)
and majority voting (MV) schemes employing preference or-
dering without=with reliability measures in Room D

No. of SMV MV with preference ordering
nodes used

reli =1 rel1i rel2i rel3i rel4i rel5i

1 37.4 37.4 36.7 36.7 37.4 37.4 37.4
2 48.3 55.5 50.4 50.4 55.3 55.2 54.6
3 52.9 65.1 62.7 62.7 66.5 66.8 66.6
4 61.5 68.1 67.2 67.4 70.5 71.6 70.8
5 59.5 73.7 72.0 72.0 74.5 76.8 76.5
6 61.3 74.5 74.5 74.9 76.8 77.8 77.9
7 66.4 74.8 75.2 75.7 78.2 78.9 79.2
8 67.0 75.9 76.2 76.8 79.3 79.3 79.5
9 67.6 76.0 78.0 78.3 81.5 81.2 81.1

Table 9
Correct decision percentages of Dempster–Shafer method (DS)
without=with reliability measures in Room E

No. of DS DS with reliability measures
nodes used (reli =1)

rel1i rel2i rel3i rel4i rel5i

1 24.5 22.4 22.4 24.5 24.5 24.5
2 42.4 44.0 44.0 46.4 47.1 46.7
3 49.5 54.1 53.6 56.5 56.0 56.0
4 57.1 58.7 58.7 63.6 63.6 60.1
5 61.4 61.9 62.2 66.3 65.2 66.6
6 68.5 69.0 69.5 71.2 70.1 71.4
7 69.0 69.8 70.1 72.8 71.7 72.0

8. Conclusion

In this study, classi/cation of target primitives which
constitute the basic building blocks of typical uncluttered
mobile robot environments has been considered. Sonar
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Table 10
Correct decision percentages of simple majority voting (SMV)
and majority voting (MV) schemes employing preference or-
dering without=with reliability measures in Room E

No. of SMV MV with preference ordering
nodes used

reli =1 rel1i rel2i rel3i rel4i rel5i

1 24.5 24.5 22.4 22.4 24.5 24.5 24.5
2 37.5 53.6 40.8 40.8 47.1 46.7 46.7
3 38.6 56.0 54.6 54.0 57.2 57.6 52.0
4 48.9 61.5 56.5 56.5 62.3 65.2 64.0
5 53.3 65.3 63.2 63.2 69.9 69.0 64.0
6 60.9 68.6 69.7 69.7 72.7 72.3 68.9
7 64.7 68.0 70.8 70.8 75.4 75.0 75.5

sensors placed at various vantage points in the environ-
ment make decisions about target type which are fused
to reach a group decision through Dempster–Shafer evi-
dential reasoning and majority voting. These sensors use
both amplitude and TOF information allowing for im-
proved di#erentiation and localization.
Consistency problems arising in majority voting are

addressed with a view to achieving high classi/cation
performance. This is done by introducing preference or-
dering among the possible target types and assigning re-
liability measures (which essentially serve as weights)
to each decision-making node based on the target range
and azimuth estimates it makes and the belief values it
assigns to possible target types. Two di#erent ways of
preference ordering and /ve di#erent reliability measure
assignments have been considered. The e#ect of prefer-
ence ordering on majority voting, and the e#ect of reli-
ability measures on both fusion methods are tested ex-
perimentally. The results indicate that simple majority
voting can provide fast and robust fusion in simple en-
vironments. However, when targets that cannot be clas-
si/ed by the target di#erentiation algorithm are included
in the environment, Dempster–Shafer method in its sim-
ple form can handle imprecise evidence more reliably
than simple majority voting.Whenmore sophisticated fu-
sion methods incorporating reliability measures are em-
ployed, higher correct classi/cation rates are obtained
with preference-ordered majority voting than with evi-
dential reasoning incorporating the same reliability mea-
sures. The overall performance of the various methods
considered can be sorted in decreasing order as: major-
ity voting with reliability measures and preference order-
ing, Dempster–Shafer method with reliability measures,
Dempster–Shafer method in its simple form, and simple
majority voting.
While we have concentrated on multiple sonar sensors,

the fusion techniques employed in this study can be useful
in a wide variety of applications where multiple decision
makers are involved.
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